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UNIT 1: Phrasal Verbs 
Focused Practice (1), page 14: 
1. Tried out    8.keep / away    15.set up 
2.think back on  9.broke out    16.came up with 
3.grew up    10.paid / back    17.would carry out 
4.dropped out of   11.carry on    18.gave up 
5.set up    12.finding out    19.would keep on 
6.filled / up    13.broken down 
7.carry out    14.brought about 
Focused Practice (2), page 16: 
1. Put them on 
2.figure it out 
3.fill them out 
4.handed it out 
5.do it over 
6.turned it off 
7.turn them in 
8.left them on  
Focused Practice (3), page 16: 
1.dreaming an idea up        16.put it together 
2.following through with it         17.get this across 
3.Pick one out           18.pass an opportunity up 
4.Think up uses for the object        19.show your project off 
5.throw any ideas away         20.gives samples away 
6.Write them down          21.Stick to your plan 
7.talk them over 
8.Find out a problem about 
9.work a solution out 
10.coming up with one 
11.stick with it 
12.look information up 
13.Try different materials out 
14.get something out of 
15.go after costumers 
Focused Practice (4), page 18: 
came up a good idea → came up with a good idea 
called up him  → called him up 
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tried in  → tried out 
have about  → have 
filled down  → filled out 
set a strong and convincing demonstration of the product up  → set up a strong and... 
put white gloves  →  put on white gloves 
Focused Practice (5), page 19: 
 

8: Use tape to hold the tissue 
paper on. 

6: Cut them off. 3: Cover the hole up with 
foil. 

1: Empty it out. 5: Turn the box up. 9: Light something up and 
look at it. 

2: Cut out a small hole. 7: Cover up the opening with 
tissue paper. 

4: Punch a hole through the 
center of the foil. 

 
 
Focused Practice (6) page 20: 
Check out appendices 1, 2, and 3 to make sure your answers are right. 
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